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-SUMMARY
bT

A simple ,I method is developed for calculation of the heat

transfer rate from, rity boundary layeeqaiswthrbrryvr-

tion of fluid prop. - jhe method is applied to the end wall of a shock tube

behind a reflected 'II a perfect gas, and to the stagnation point for a gas

in thermodynamic brium with Lewis number unity. Explicit formulas

and results are ob when the fluid properties are powers of the enthalpy

or temperature, Prandtl number is constant.

For the en , geometry, an analytical expression for the heat trans-

fer rate is derih can be correlated with exact calculations within

34,3 for all cases- red.

For the s on point geometry, two pair of transcendental algebraic

"equations are ob " one pair of which gives the heat transfer rate when

the momentum la thinner than the energy layer, the other pair when it

is thicker. Num solutions of these equation - V

correlated with solutions to within + 4%. The integral method indicates

thepressure gra parameter and Prandtl number can be combined into

only one parame d examination of results of exact calculations shows

this correlation - quite accurate.
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NOTATION

A constant of integration, Eq. (3.20)

Cp specific heat per unit mass

Pc-- frozen specific heat per unit mass 'of gas mixture

f dimensionless stream function, Eq. (3.8)

g dimensionless total enthalpy, Eq. (3.8)

H total enthalpy

I integral expression, Eq. (3.25)

fI Eq. (3.40)
n

Ig Eq. (3.4Z)
n

index of dimensionality, = I for axisymmetric flow
= 0 for two-dimensional flow

K pk

k thermal conductivity (frozen, in the case of an equilibrium gas)

N distance from edge of energy boundary layer, Eq. (3. 31)

p pressure

-qw heat transfer rate to surface

T absolute temperature

t time

u velocity component parallel to surface

v velocity component normal to surface

x coordinate parallel to surface

y coordinate normal to surface

.11 similarity variable, Eqs. (2. 7) and (3. 11)



e non-dimensional temperature, Eq. (2.8)

p

X, v exponents in thermal conductivity expression, Eq. (2. 22)

IL viscosity

p mass density

a Prandtl number pu/k
p

01' 02 heat flux potentials for end wall, Eq. (2. 11), and stagnation point,
Eq. (3. 17), respectively

X1 , X2 functions in the definition of the similarity variable for end wall,
Eq. (Z. 5), and stagnation point, Eq. (3. 7), respectively

exponent in thermal conductivity expression for end wall, Eq. (2. 17),
and Pkic expression for stagnation point, Eq. (3.37)

p

Subscripts

c break in k vs T curve

e edge of boundary layer

f edge of momentum layer

g edge of energy layer

o reference condition

w surface condition

st stagnation point
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION,

"Many of the -heat transfer boundary layer problemsof -interest in ton-
nection w'ith-high-speed missile and space vehicle flight, as well as related
laboratory configurations, involve similarity solutions of thelboundary layer
equations: Examples are the stagnation pointt, the end wall of a shock tube,
and the constant-presure flows along cones, wedges, and side walls 'of shock

"tabes. Siri-ilarity solutions are also important as the building blocks of the
"local-similarity" method of approximate boundary layer computation, which
"has come into wide use in recent years.

The usefulness of the similarity equations is associated with the fact
that they represent a reduction of partial differential equations in two varia-
"-bles to ordinary differential equations, thus facilitating immensely the numer-
ical work needed to obtain solutions. Another method of performing this
reduction to ordinary differential equations has long been used in boundary
layer .theory -- the Karman-Pohlhausen method. In this technique, the par-
tial differential equations are inte_ rated once ina direction normal to the
- . • • surface, leaving ordinary differential equations involving integrals .of the de-

pendent variables such as velocity, temperature, etc. Profiles for these
quantities are assumed and inserted in the integrals, enabling evaluation of
the coefficients of the ordinary differential equations.

The idea of this paper is to combine the two techniques, treating the
ordinary differential equations of similarity theory by the POhlhausen integral
method, and so arriving at an expression for the heat transfer rate to the
"surface involving only simple quadratures. This application of integral meth-
ods to ordinary differential equations has been used,-before in some special
cases. The incompressible momentum equation for the flat .plate and the two-

dimensiona l stagnation point are discussed in Schiichting' s text book. 1 Bush2  -
usesi it u the LShinlCar compressible boundary layer equations for the case

where the product of density and viscosity is constant and the Prandtl number "
is unity. It is our object here to develop the method for arbitrary fluid prop-
erty variations (with examples worked Out for power law variations) with an
eye toward later application to heat transfer problems involving dissociated
and ionized gases.

The basis of the method is the representation of the temperature (or
enthalpy) profile as a function of the similarity variable by an expression
which is simple enough to be easily integrable, yet which leads to values for
the heat transfer which are sufficiently accurate.;. The profile-used here was
first suggested by lepson, 3 who obtained a remarkably accurate formula for
heat transfer to a flat plate at Prandtl number zero, with the thermal con-
ductivity an arbitrary power of the temperature. It was this work which



stimulated the developments described in the present report.

Two cases will be discussed to illustrate the method of solution.
the similarity equations. The first is the heat'-transfer from a perfect gas

:to the end'wall of a shock tube; the second is the heat transfer from a gas
in thermodynamic equilibrium with Lewis numiber unity to a stagnatibn-point.
Whein power Iaw fluid prope'rties are 'Used, the first case-leads to a simple
algebraic formula for heat transfer rate; and the second leads to a pair of
transcendental algebraic equations that can be solved much more quickly
than the similarity differential equations, which require 'the integration of
a tvo-point boundary: value problem.

There is no treatment in this report of cases where the energy equa-"dtion is coupledto continiity equations for various species in the gas, as would

be the case in-a dissociating or ionizing gas which did not fulfill the conditions
of thermodynamic equilibrium and Lewis number unity. :'However, extension
of the method to this situation is under investigation'and will be the subject
of future reports.

The author Would like to acknowledge the frequent advice and encour-

agement of Pr6-. James A. Fay during the course of the Work reported here.
The machine co-oUtations were carried outby Mr. Richard Goodman and
Miss Patricia Jackson.
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SECTION 2

:,END WALL HEAT T-RAkNSFER

Between the end wall of a shock tube and the reflected shock which

"r ecedes from it there, is a sample of hot gas:which, neglecting boundary layer
displacement effect, is stationary. Being in contact with the cold wall, the

gas is cooled by a temperature boundary -layer growing from the wall. This

.is a Rayleigh-type problem, since it can be represented by a cold wall sud-
denly put in contact with a hot, quiescent gas sample. 'If the gas were treat-

ed as incompressible, we would expect the solution to depend on the usual

similarity variable of Rayleigh problems, y/].t, where y is distance normal

to the wall. Because of, ompressibility,we expect that this variable is
modified by the Howarth transformation to fpdy/,fF.

Let us first consider a~perfect gas with no dissociative or ionizing
effects. There is no flow parallel to the wall (in the x direction) nor are there

any derivatives in this direction. The continuity, normal momentum and
energy equations are

+ 0
.J(2. Ia)

•~ V /~v(2.lb

The continuity equation indicates that density changes lead to velocities nor-

mal to the wall. When the usual boundary layer order of ma gitude arguments
are applied to these equations (2. 1b) tells us that p = + 0(6 ) where PeiS
the pressure external to the boundary layer, so that the pressure terms in

(2. lc) can be ignored. The dissipation term in (2. Ic) is of order . = 0(62)
also, and thus also negligible. The boundary layer energy equation then
becomes

"o' "+ 7

V71 (2. 2)



This combined with the continuity equation (2. la) and an e qua tion of state
serve to.define the temperature and flow field. The boundary conditions are:

'0 TTgconsiýtant (.a)

T-•Te= constant (2. 3b)

The velocity v can be -eliminated by use of the continuity equation
(Z. -a) This enables us to write the convective derivative operator as

IWe now introduce the similarity variable by

(2.5)

and assume that T and p depend on 71 alone. If T1 is then inserted into (2.4)
and (2. 2), the result is

POT~ Cd _ dT

where the subscript o refers to quantities evaluated at same reference condi-
-tion to be chosen.later., The quantity Xl is chosen to make the expression in
parenthesis in the second term equal to unity,-yielding

S( . ) . . .'. ..
~ ~ ~o(2.7)

If we further non-dimensionalize T with the external temperature Te, the
final equation we must solve is

aTe (2.8)

-4-



with the boundary conditions

.. .(o).-. Tw/ , (=., 9)

The heat transfer rate to the wall can be written with the help of

1/;zJ ..... °k).-( 2)T(I(
e- " (2. 10)

WV:e see that a heat flux potential i, may be defined by

(2.-11

such that the heat transfer rate to the wall is

~ (2.12)

and the derivate of 01 replaces the derivative of T for calculating qw"

The introduction of a heat flux potential is a frequent devicle in heat
transfer problems, and'has been applied to gases in the-end wall geometry
in Ref. 4. How.3ver, in this reference convection was neglected, which is
"equivalent to ignoring compressibility, so the density fact-or did not appear
and 0 became the classical potential J kdT. It would appear that the omis-
sion of convection casts doubt on the validity of the work presented in-Ref. 4.

We now propose to solve Eq. (2. 8) by an integral method. To this
end we integrate on -i from 11 =.0 to -q - , remembering that dO/dr -:0 as
r1 0. The result is

• .. .v S (2, 13)

-5 -
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This form shows that all we need to find q is an as sumption for cp and i "
as functions"of 0. Notice that e is now the independent variable in thein-

tegral, and the range of integration is finite. This fact is of crucial impor-
tance in the approximation scheme. The relation between cpand0 (or T)
is given by thermodynamics. The'chief question is what to use for r9-(0).
For that 4e return to the differentiaI equation (2.8) and not-ce that nea r the
-wall whe:e ii r,:mall

d . .... .. - . .. ( . 14)

IVWe now choose the ' profile by integrating this relation to give

This is not a linear relation between Tj and 6, but a linear relation between
T1 and the heat flux potential, which we will see gives a power relation between
T1 and 0 for the case where k is a power of 0. It was for that case that the
profile (2. 15) was introduced by Jepson. 3

By inserting -(2. 15) in -(2. 13),-.using the definition of OI in (2. 11),. we
find the final form

/(2. 16a)

This is a simple quadrature formula for the heat transfer rate. In the case
where cp may be taken constant integration by.parts leads to the simpler

expression

To summarize the procedure, we integrate as in the ordinary
Pohlhausen method, but use the dependent variable 0 as the variable of
integration. We must then insert a profile T(O). We derive the profile by
evaluating the differential equation near Tj = 0,-and integrating that expres-

sion. We note that the profile so derived does not satisfy the condition

+ 
-6-



d~i/dr]--O ,as .Tj-,o which was-as-surned in the derivation ofrthe integral condition
(2. 13). However, the 'pro-file-is only used in the integral on O, and the error

that arises in only caused by the difference between the area under the exact
j(O) cu~r~e and the (01 - .lw)/(d ./dn)wVS 0 curve between the finite limits

"0 O=w and 0 = .Assessrilento: the actual error is obtained by comparison
"of specific cases with exact solutionS.

Application to Power Law Thermal Conductivity

To investigate the accuracy of the approximate formula (2.1 6b) we
turn to several. specificcases. For a perfect gas, Cp is costant and the

"equation of state in the present constant pressure situation indicates that
p is inversely proportional toT. Let us take k proportional to T , a fre-
quent representation of thermal conductivity. For :convenience we also

will choose the reference condition o to be the'external condition e. Then
Eq. (:2. 8) becomes

d1 d 17)

and from (2. 11) and (2. 16b)

Q..J (2. 18)

(a- - (2. 19)

This is the result obtained by Jepson. Notice that 1 so the assumed
relationbetween TI and Ois a inear one for ri in the terms of EO, as men-

tioned above.

The formula (2. 19) yields a finite heat transfer rate as Ow- 0 even

for w < 1, which would not be true if a linear relation between i1 and e had
been used for the profile. Another important limiting case is j = 1, which
corresponds to pk constant, for which we have

[(..-7J,- 1 . ,) (2.20)

-7 .



This same expression is obtained in the limit Ow 1. In both these cases
anexact solution of Eq. (2. 17) is possible, and yields

(v-ex _.qa(-, (2.21). -

. . . .A comparison of formula (2. 19) with exact solutions Of Eq. (2. 17) is given in

Table I. The exact calculations are frromJepson 3 and fro'rm unpublished're-
Sults obtained in the course of an investigation by Adams.?

TABLE I

Approxima te (d /d )9,r Exact
'w from (2. 19) (d.6/dt)w Exact/Approx. Ref.

i/2 0 1.154 31.297 1.1 3

"1// .0375 . 975 1.080 1. ,

"1/2 .1 .850 .950 1.1

/12 .5 9 .442 1.12 3

1/2 .75 .185 .208 1. 12 3

5/ 0 .333 .389 1. 15-5

5/2 .0375 .338 .390 1. 16 3

5/z 1 .3 30. .386 1.15 3

5/2 .85 .319 .37 11.16 3

5 .262 .298 1. 14 3

5/2 .75 . 154 .176 1.13 3

I w1-o,,)/V7 (-,v'2T O7,= 1.13

0'I U- owT (1 O 7 V4 1.3

We see that in al. ;ases (2. 19) yields values smaller'than the exact values,
but the ratio cf the exact to the approximate solution is remarkably constant
over a wide range of • and 0w.

Another case for which exact calculations are available is one in
which thek vs T curve is represented as consisting of two different power
laws with a break at some temperature Tc. Adams used this form in his
study: of electronic heat transfer. The relation for the k curve is

"for-e e~ (2.22)

for G•G'4

• . . .- ,-



This leads to.

C-o= xo :"i-.-.

" " _~IV 41y i , - [ X " •• "

. This of course,--has the same limit for Ow- -1 as the single exponent case,.
.Eq. 1(2.2).

Comparison of Eq. (2. 23) with unpublished exact calculations of.
"-Adams are shown in Table II.

TABLE II:

00 Approximate (d01/dq) Exact Exact
X V, w c from (2.22) (d.l/drI)w Approx.

-1/2 5/2 .212 .889 .602o .:673 1.1
1/2 5/2. .•6 .667 .o9, .580 - 1.14

1/z 5/2 .125 .500 .439 .505 1.15

X V - -"1 (1 -0 )//2 /?/" (1 -0) 4//77 1.13

Again we see the approximate solution (2. 23) gives smaller values than the
exact one, but again the ratios are very constant.

On the basis of the evidence resented in Tables I and 1!, it appearsthat multiplication by the factor V41/ , which makes thesolution
w mksteappro.iaesltoagree with'the -exact one in the Rayleigh case Ow-, gives-an answer correct

" to within + 3% for allthe numerical cases calculated. Therefore the corrected
formula (T. 12) for the heat'transfer rate becomes- (with external reference
_conditions)

- _____(2.24)

''.,This provides a simple and accurate formula for calculating the heat transfer
rate to the end wall of a shock tube when p and k are given function of T, and

-9-



c can be taken constant. The extension to include c. as a function of T by
replacing the integral by (2. 16a) has not been" tested but would seem to be a
reasonable guess.

"It, should be noted that the correction factor applied in Eq. (2. 24) is
equivalent to using not the profile given in (2. 15) but a corrected profile

In Fig. 1, several rt(O--profiles calculated using (2.'25) for the case
-. k/p eke = - constant, are compared with the exact profiles calculated

sbyJepSon, and itoecomes clear why f d-O is quite accurately represented.

ý.O -

1.0

2.5 -

02.
•=|I

1.5 - _,- _ I
-- 42,' //

/ /

1' 7 REF.3

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 LO

ýFig. I Profiles of 11 vs e for end wall geometry. Solid lines are the
"exact profiles from Ref. 3, dashed lines are the aporoximate
profiles, Eq. (2.25).

8574 -10-



.'SECTION 3

STAGNATION POINT HEAT TRANSFER

"Heat transfer to the stagnation point of a blunt body has been studied
intensively, in recent years. It also represents a.case which is exactly re-.
"ducible to similarity form. Here we shall restrict ourselves to the case of
"a dissociating gas with Lewis number unity and flow in thermodynamic
' euilibriur, °to illUStrate the application of the method without undue compli-
cations. Under these circumstances, we have to solve the following contin-
uity, momentum, and energy equations 6 for the velocities u and v and the
total enthalpy H:

_... .. v = 6 "(3.1)

'r +

LL + V(3.2)

"k and.'p are the frozen thermal conductivity and specific heat of the gas.
The dissipation and pressure gradient terms do not appear in the energy
equation(3. 3)because they are negligible at a stagnation point. The factor
rJ with j = 0 for two-dimensional and j = 1 for axi-symmetric flow permits
consideration of both cases at once, with r the cylindrical radius of the axi-
symmetric body. Near the stagnation point r x ×. These equations define
the problem when combined with the boundary conditions

(3.4)

C LL" U e Cos (-.5)



If the continuity equation is solved for pv, the convective derivative

-operator becomes

(y-71 L r % -(3.6)

Which eliminates v.

We now introduce the similarity variable by

and assume that all quantities depend only on iT- We also non-dimensional-

ize H -and u by their external values, introducing new variables .g and f by

" .) (3.8)

where He is the constant external enthalpy, "but the external velocity ue is a

function of x. The resulting forms of the momentum and energy_ equations
are

~~~~~U a, -J a ,,+'.<- ,<,.ee~i '~-
X~ddk1~ L~z (rue~ X ~ (3.9)~1z

.- _ (3.10)_

We are now free to choose X_ to make the x dependence of the coefficients

vanish. Then 71 becomes

: ri(Zeo /"r) -'Jdx)

(3. 11

0 1o-



where near the stagnation pointwe have put r x, ue = x(due/dx)st. ýWith
this choice of R,, and putting K Pk/ cp. the similarity equations (3. 9) and
(3. 10)'become

(3. 1 3)

while the boundary conditions (3. 4) and (3. 5) transform to

" (3. 14)

(3. 15),

Equations (3. 12) and (3. 13) differ slightly from the usual stagnation-
*point boundary layer equations, 6 in that the Prandtl number a= c .I/k
appears in the momentum equation instead of the energy equation. This is a
consequence of choosing the quantity K - pk/E.p as the basic combination of
fluid properties, rather than the more usual choice of pu. Since the heat
transfer rather than the shear stress is of primary interest, it seems more
suitable to relegate the Prandtl number to the momentum equation, which is
only weakly coupled to the energy equation. The use of pwi is a holdover from
the point of view that the'momentum equation was basic and the temperature
profile could be found after the velocity profile was known. For the case of
constant Prandtl number, O , (3. 12) and (3. 13) can be put into their more
familiar form by replacing ' b qy4'0 ] and fby/ýf.

"The heat transfer rate is expressed by

___/__ _ (3.16)

In this case we may again define a heat flux potential 0 by inserting X?
from (3. 11) into (3. 16):

0 :"L Vio e' ki:<,•AL % b;.J ,,""

" ~-13-
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"The problem before us, of determining (dý2/d ,)'I from Eqs. (3.12)
S' -and (3. 13) plus some expressions for the fluid properties in equilibrium as a

function of g, is more difficult than in the end wall geom.etry because of the
presence in the energy equation of the stream function, f, determined by the
momentum equation. A proper solution requires simultaneous consideration
of both equations. H owev~er, it is well known that the influence ofthe momen-
tum equation on the energy equation is small; and so we may hope to include
this influence by an approximate treatment of Eq. (3. 12). This will be the
approachwe shall take.

First consider the energy equation (3.13) and integrate from the wall
to the edge of the thermal boundary laver, 'where dg/dr = 0. Using the def-
initiarr (3. 17) of 0 and integrating by parts, we find.

an equation analogous to (2. 13). We must now have a guess for:the profiles
df(g)/d 1 and 'n(g) just as in the end wall casewe needed one for rl(O). The

momentum and energy equations will supply these profiles.

The f profile is determined much in the way we determined the 0
profile in the end wall case, by writing (3. 12) near the wall as .

Sd (3. 19)

We now integrate to find

tA 4 (3.20a)

where A is a constant of integration, related to the shear stress, which will
be evaluated later.

-14-



The *I (g) profile is obtained the same way from Eq. (3. 13) near thewall: E (

"~R 
O " 

V"." " , - . .

This leads to

0 .(3. 22)

At this point, we must realize that we are dealing with two layersan energy layer and a momentum layer, whose thicknesses are in general.different. Outside the momentum layer, the I profile is determined from
df/dT = 1, rather than-Eqs. (3. 20) while outside the energy layer,:the gprofile is g = 1 instead of the function of n given by Eq. (3.22). Thus, wewill haveto consider separately the case whenthan c the energy layer is thickerentum layer andthe case when the momentum layer is thicker.These relative thicknesses'depend, of course, on the Prandtl number i,and will provide one of the unknowns in the problem. Since the fluid proper-ties depend on g only, we take that as our primary variable. Then the edgeof the energy layer is specified as g = 1, and the location of the edge of themomentum layer is the unknown, defined a, g = gf if it is thinner than theenergy layer. If it is thicker than the energy layer, it will appear shortlythat the distance between the edges of the two layers, fgvenient variable.

Before we go to the de .lils of the two cases, let us consider thegen-
. era! method of sOlution We have three unknowns to determine: the one ofprimary interest is the heat transfer parameter (dý5-/dri)w; the second isthe constant A in the expression fordf/d1T; and the third is the unknown loca-tion of the edge of the momentum layerr, represented by either gf or - ?1g,depending on whether it is thinner or thicker than the energy layer. Threeconditions are therefore needed for the solution. We have available so farthe energy integral equation (3.18) and the boundary condition df/di= I atthe edge of the momentum layer nf (or gf), leaving one more equation to be•specified. The most-symmetrical procedure for obtaining the third equationwould be to treat the momentum equation exactly as the energy equation, i. e.,to tegrate .12) to the edge of the momentum layer. This can be carriedthrough and yields a rather lengthy equation involving A and (dý2/dl)w

-15-



algebraically and gf tra'nscendentally in the, Iimits of integration. However,
a simpler approach to the determination of A was sought, in view of-the fact
that the only appearance of f is under the integral sign in Eq. (3'( 18) as
df/d, 1so only a weighted average value of df/d• is computed. We have al-
ready imposed on df/di in (3. 20) the condition that it vanish at the wall, and
satisfied the momentum differential equation near the wall, and we will use
the conditio that it is unity at the edge of the momentum layer. In lieu of
mnak ing it satisfy the momentum equation on the average throughout the whole
mominentum layer, we instead impose a second boundary condition at the edge
of the layer, making*M

0 oi-(3.23)

This serves as the third relation, which completes the determination of the
problem. Since-this condition is largely instrumental in determining A,

which in turn is proportional to the shear stress, one will not expect to de-
termine that quantity accurately. However, since df/dq no" has the correct

values at 71 =0 and 1f = rf, and the correct derivative at *rf, and satisfies
the correct equation near r = 0, we may hope that the effects of the momen-
tum layer on the heat transfer.are sufficiently, ell represented. Eventual
comparison with exact sQ.1tutiqns will provide us with the ultimate check on
the usefulness of this simple approach.

With the use of the third condition (3.-23) established, we may now go
on to consider separately the cases of momentum layer thinner and thicker
than the energy layer.

Momentum Layer. Thinner Than Energy Layer (SmallPrandtl Number)

The moment.:m layer terminates at g = gf < 1. From gf to g = 1,
the velocity is free stream; i.e. df/dj = 1. From gw to gf Eqs. (3. 20) are
applicable. The constant A-is determined, asdiscussed above, by letting
df/d2 = 0 at . = . The use of this in Eq. (3. 20a) gives/d 2- atQ .... Th.s

-. (3.24)

We now define the integral

_te (3.2Z5)
Oj To

*This idea grew out of a conversation with the author's colleague,
'Dr. Richard Levy.

: . .. .. "- t6 -



where the second form comes from using (3.22). Then (3. 20b) becomes

JIL (3.26)

".i(g6 and (3. 22) has been used again to-replace dr.

:w er I . ,1 ,

The boundary condition df/drj = I at 7f (or gf) then leads to the condition

. - (3.27)

The basic expression (3. 18) for(dfn/drI)w can nowv be written in final
form by breaking the range of integration at gf and usina (3 22) for dq/dg
and (3.26) for df/dT in the lower part and (3.22) and df7d= I in the upper
*part. The result is

(3. 28a)

If the last term is integrated by parts and (3.27) is used, this may be written

(3. 28b)

Equations (3.27) and (3. 28) are two relations for the two unknowns
(dO2/dj)w and gf, Once K and q are given as functions of g, they can be
solved and the heat transfer rate determined from (3. 17).

S * As the:Prandtl number a-- U, the momentum layer thickness vanishes
so gf -,9w- The third term of (3. 28b) disappears, and the equation reduces
to Eq. (2. 16b) for the end wall geometry. This is the physically correct
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limit for a.-. 0 because the velocity is everywher e constant at the f ree- stream
value, and changes in the x ýdirection in the steady stagnation-ýpoint problem
can b e related by'a constant factor to 'the changYes in time in the unsteady end
wall problem.,

M.omentum iLayer Thicker Than Enry yer.L ge Prandtl Nmbr

-The energ~ylayert..erminates at n ~ < 'If- From yi'g to the edg
of the momentum, layer, 11f we have :g =1, and so the fluid properties have
their external valus We ca ten Write Eq. (3. 20)i hi ein

2S (3.9)

2 2
Applying the conditiondfd 1  a =rjweid

Azý 1~-4(ns3. 30)

where I 1 1(1) and
g

Then in the region Tln < 71 < q w e find

Ins ide the energy layer 'Eq. (3. 22) may be used for dr1 so (3.20b) and

(3. 30) yield

alsoneedthe ~presionfor(3. 33)

* We aloneteep~ in ordf/dr1 at ?lfto apply a býoundary condition
thr.This is obtained by extending'the integra in Eq.(33)tog=1

'integrating (3. 32) from -ig to :Tif, and adding the two contributions.Th
result is



"Application of the boundary condition finally yields.

i 4

The basic integral for (do2/d3)w, (3.18) is now written using (3.2Z)
-.for d'I/dg and (3. 33).for df/dr). The result is

Lf.•- C• . •jV C( -+•J*)dd -- O0 i(16'::.

- . " .(.36)'

The two relations (3. 33) and (3. 36) determine the unknowns-dl/d9)w
-and Nf, the latter replacing g in the present case. Again specification of
K and a as functions of g ena~le us to solve for the unknowns and thus the
"heat transfer by (3. 17).

Application to Power Law Fluid Properties

In order to test the present approximate method, calculations have
been made for constant Prandil number uo, and the fluid properties have been

taken as power functions of the enthalpy, with the reference condition as the

edge of the energy boundary layer, i. e.,

S,, , : 3. 37)

This simple representation permits the integrals to be calculated analytically.
The boundary layer equations (3. 12) - (3. 14) for this case become

( (3.38)
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For the first case, where the momentum layer is thinner, Eqs. (3. Z7)

and' (3. 28a) become

(3. 39a}

where E.j(3.40)

To verify the approach to the end wall result' as (To- 0, (i. e., P gw), we
may write (3. 39b) in the form: corresponding to (3. 28b) and then divide by
.(3. 39a). The result is -

Only the last term involves gf and therefore go. It is easy to show that as
g - g, the last term is of order gf - 9w for gw~ +0 andxgf for~g g - 0..

Thus Othe last term vanse as h 0 -0 and wrecover the end wall result

Eq. (2. 19).



For the second case, wvhere the momentum layer is thicker,
Eqs. (3. 35) and (3. 36) become

A( 3.42

1W IILI

. ~ ~Where -.- -d =•-

~(3.42)

For a-given set of values g 9 a'o and j( =0 or 1), one must solve
either Eqs. (3.39) for gf and (d4,/d,])w or Eqs. (3.-41) for N and (d2z/dj)w.
'By their definitions, we must have gw < gf <.I and Nf >0, and this restric-
tion has in all cases so far calculated been sufficient to provide a unique
solution. The relative size of the momentum and energy layers is therefore
determined after the solution is obtained.

S"One feature of the solutions immediately apparent is th at j and CFO
(the pressure gradient parameter and Prandtl number) appear only in corn-

-bination and never separately. This is a direct consequence of using the
simplified condition (3. 26) to determine A. If the actual momentum integral
were used, a0 and j would also appear separately. To the author's knowledge,
the fact that j and ao can be combined into a single parameter has not previ-
ously been suggested, and the only exact calculations extensive enough to test
it are the Pk/c, = constant ones of Squire,7 Subulkin, 8 and Cohen and
Reshotko. 9,10 From the results of these references, and some extensions
of them, (d#2/d1l)w/( -_gw) is plotted in Fig. 2 against (I m. j)-I- -a for
gw = 0, L For each gw, the correlation is seen to be quite good, thus
lending some support to the present approximate theory even before any
calculations are made.
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Special Cases

"BBefore proceeding to describe the numerical solutions of the three
parameter system, several important special cases will be discussed.

In the special case = 1, which corresponds to K Pk/'T constant
(or p# constant), Eqs. (3. 39) and (3. 41) become

.(.c ((3. 43a)

7_: ) 2.

(c~(3 44a)__
+:. ... . . i. • .

++

(3 4

which can be reduced to quartic equations for gf and Nf.
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In the incompressible limit gw 1, which can be derived from the
above equations, since the value of- does not enter the problem in this
"limit, (3. 43a3 becomes./

- 1Z(3. 45a

and when this is combined with the limit of (3."43b), a quadratic equation re-
sults whose relevant solution is

(3. 45b)

Equations (3. 45) provide an explicit formula for the heat transfer in the
in11compressible, low Prandtl number case. From Eq. (3.45b) and its
derivative, one can show that the required physical limitation that

-0 _< (gf -_g)/(0 - gw) _. 1 (which required elimination of the other root of
the quadratic) is Satisfied only for 0_5 (1 + j) 0 - 2, giving the range of
Prandtl number for which Eqs. (3. 45) are applic-ble. For larger values,
the momentum layer is thicker than the energy layer in the present theory,
and Eqs. (3.44) can be written

V 0 +j) (3. 46a)

" gw -- 1:

(3.46b)

Calculation of the heat transfer in this incompressible, high Prandtl number
case requires souitlon of the simple quartic equation (3. 46b).
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1Wexamining the left side of (3. 46b') and its de rivaive icabevriedta
th~e required limlitation Nf,/(l g,. ý Ž 0 her -e p Irovides *a solution only for

(1l + j)L%) 2. ý,On e c ani also see th~at at the critical value -(I + j)a0 = 2, the
left s ide of (3 . 46b) changes siz! ,. thus verifyingy in this sinmple case the numner-
ical criterion to be descrilbed below for decidincy whic h se t o f equations will.
P-r0vide the s'olution fo r a give va eo 1+j%

W e b ve aiready pintd out that in the liiinit g0  0, Eqs. (3. 39) re
duce to the' Droper, res ults, namý-ely the end wall case 'considered previously.
T~he opposite lim~it'( a 0 ~ can also be e eriv ed ýeasilv. The appropriate

* sarin oo . i Es. 3.41, ~nc te omentum- laver wi*!l be thicker than

t'he enerý-% laer ýqEs. (3. 41) in1dicate two 'beIIitiComs a. 7 One is
tt \7'renainl finite., in which case (d 6 "Id l..beo szroadthIeqniy

in curlv- brackets in ( 3. -ate1 nib) mist vn is h. IIIh imt and g.,-
* this *leac's to NX '< 0, an ilnaccepta -ble slti oLn;- so it probably is unacceptable

inthe general'case also. T he other possibilitv is t'he, mio re reasonable 'one,
that the rnome nturn layer th~ickne'4s repres ented by \f approaches infinity.
W~ith this assumrption, onlvJ!-,e Nptern- on the righ,.-t of (.44a) and the first

ter aid ii er in (3. 41 b) a -e important and a simple calculation grives

4 P i/ (4 11

Thnis is an asympbtotic e xp re z;ior, for tne neat trans--er r.ate- najLramete r i n the
general c as e. It is well 'known t a t a s Go-, -1 the Prandtl number depend-

ene of th e temnoerature gradient i s a0 1/3., Equation (3. 47) is in agreement
With this when we recall th at thepesn definition of i~diifers from the usual
definition and to convert to the latte r, one must imagine the right side of

The cases =I and ga. I both lead to the same expression

L~)o (7-. ..'(3. 48)

One can argue ýthat both these cases should have the same limit. They have
the same energy equiation and differ only in the factor g instead of unity in
the pressure gradient. term in the Momentum equation. But in this limit, the
momentum layer is so much thicker than the energy layer that it sees a con-
:stant ternoerature flow-A at the e~xternal t e mpIDerature, So gCl T~hus the

-, 1 and I cases satisfy the same oil atis and so have the same ex-
'pression for hea't transfer. For more general cases, where _jappears ex-

* plicitly in the eaergy equation, one would expiect both - and g.v to appear in
*the lifniti;ng value, as they do in Eq. (3.47).

I"



Merk12 has given an exact asymptotic expression for the case g- 1'
which should also be valid for the case 1 = 1, according to the argument just
given. In the present notation, Merk's result is

1 /3: /3L 019t (3.49

The last bracket contains the wall shear stress parameter, which is inde-
pendent of 60 in this case. Comparison between (3.48) and (3.49) will be
given later. The author has been unable to find a comparable exact formula

for ' 1, gw 1, so Eq. (3. 47) represents an otherwise unavailable expres-
sion for the case of cooled walls with pk/ p not constant.

Numerical Solutions and Comparisons with Exact Solutions

We will now proceed to the actual numerical solution of Eqs. (3. 39)
and (3. 41). This is best done on a digital computer, since Eqs. (3. 39) are
transcendental in gf, while Eqs. (3.41) can be reduced to a quartic in
(do 2/dr))w or Nf. The advantage in using the approximate method over
actually integrating the exact differential equations (3. 38) is in the consider-
able saving in computing time. The approximate method requires only the
iterative solution of transcendental or quartic equations, while the exact
solution requires integration of a two-point boundary-value problem, with a
number of integrations to il >> I usually necessary before the outer boundary
condition is satisfied.

The procedure used to obtain a solution was the following. The value
gf = 1 was used in (3. 39a) to obtain a value of (d6 2 /dr)w; this was inserted
into the left side of (3. 39b) together with gf 1. If thewleft side of (3. 39b)
was positive with these values, a new guess for gf < I was made, and the
procedure repeated until (3. 39b) was Satisfied, which always occurred for
gw. <gf < 1. If the left side of (3. 39b) was negative for gf >l, attention was
shifted to Eqs. (3. 41), which were then sol'edbiteration, starting at

Nf= 0 and searching through increasing values of Nf. This method has pro-
duced a solution in all cases attempted so far and was verified analytically
in the discussion of the limiting case gw - 1 given above.

To compare the solutions of the present approximate theory with ex-
act solutions of Eqs. (3. 38), use may again be made of the results of Refs.
8, 9, and 10 as well as recent work of Bade. 11 Such a comparison is shown
in Table III. Where no reference is given, the integration of the exact equa-
tions was done by the author.
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Table III shows the same striking result as Tables I and H, namely
the small percentage variation in the ratio of exact to approximate values of
(d62,/dq)w. If one restricts oneself to values of (I + j)ao > 0. 1, the varia-
tion is from I. 0Z to I. 10, or a + 4% variation about 1. 06. Thus a suitable
correction factor in this range Gs 1. 06. To make this fair smoothly into the
factor 1. 13 suggested for the end wall case (ao - 0), one can add a term
which is negligible for (I + j)a > 0. 1 but approaches 0. 07 as ao - 0. A
suitable-correction factor which fullfills these requirements is 1. 06 + 0. 07
exp E-10(1% j)ao] . Use of this factor changes the heat transfer relation
(3. 17) to

which has a maximum error of + 4% for all the cases in Table III. Use of this
formula with the present approximate method of solution of the stagnation-
point boundary-layer equations yields an accurate prediction of heat transfer
rate for power law fluid properties and constant Prandtl number. The neces-
sary computing time is several factors of ten less than that required to solve
the exact two-point boundary-value problem.
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"SECTION 4

CONCLUSIONS

A simple integral maethod has been suggested for calculation of heat
transfer rate from similarity boundary layer equat'ons. The method has been
applied to the end wall of a shock tube behind, a reflected shock(Rayleigh-type
problem) for a perfect gas and to the stagnation point for a gas in thermody-
namic equilibrium with Lewis number unity. In both cases explicit expres-
sions were derived when the thermal conductivity, density, and specific heat
were expressed as powers of the temperature or enthalpy, and the Prandtl
number was constant.

For the end wall geometry, a simple analytical expression for the
heat transfer was obtained and compared with exact calculations. A constant
correction factor brought the formula into agreement with the exact results
within + 3% for a large range of powers and wall to stream temperature
ratios. The expression for the heat transfer rate is

(4. 1)

where (dol/dr9)w is obtained from Eq. (2. 16a). In the case k- T, cp con-
stant, Eq. 2. 19) gives an explicit formula for (doi/dri)w already obtained
by Jepson. In the case where k is proportional to two different powers
of T in different temperature ranges, (dtfl/d 4q)W is found from Eq. (2. 23).
The same correction factor(l. 13) holds for both cases and presumably for
any linear combination of power laws.

For the stagnation point geometry, two pair of transcendental equa-tions (3.39) and (3.41) were derived, one pair of which in any given case
provides the solutien for the heat transfer parameter and relative size of
the momentum and energy layers. The two pair of equations must be con-
sidered together, since one is appropriate when the momentum layer is
thinner than the energy layer, the other appropriate in the reverse situation.
Machine solution of these equations by trial and error is many times faster
than solution of the exact differential equations. A feature of the approximate
equations is that the Prandtl number and pressure gradient parameter only
appear together as one parameter. In the only case known to the author where
exact calculations cover an extensive enough range of these two parameters
to permit testing this result, namely the case pk IE constant, the single
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parameter correlated the heat transfer rate within a few percent.

When the results of the approximate stagnation point calculations for

power law fluid properties az.d constant Prandtl number were compared to

exact values, a correction factor was found which brought agreement within

+ 4%. The heattransfer rate given by the approximate theory is

11Z
_~ ~ S .0G+0.o20 4z

-C? __(4. )

where (dO2/drq))w is obtained by solving the appropriate pair of Eqs. (3. 39)

or (3. 41).
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